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Henri Temianka Correspondence; (laykin)
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Dear Henri:

Would have written sooner but have been in the midst of moving to bigger, nicer, offices
(address card enclosed—same Helsinki).

Enclosed is a photo copy of a note to a friend of yours from the ex-director of Los Angeles—I think he was the Consul General there for a while—reprinting New Zealand of course.

Happy to help on the program for the Allegro Ball—I might suggest Herschel Sinyay, Pres. of California Business. He has a strong media rep. organization that could perhaps fill your Ball Program—targeting and commission for us, etc. We will try to develop some corporate support through the Cultural Exchange Committee I started here—by volunteer activity within the Chamber—send me the letter of authorities so we can get started.

Regards,
Joel B. Laykin
Dear Henri:

Would have written sooner but have been in the midst of moving to bigger, nicer, offices – (Address card enclosed – Same Telex)

Enclosed is a photo copy of a note from a fan of yours formally of Los Angeles – I think he was the consulate general there for a while – repping New Zealand of course.

Happy to help on the program for the Allegro Ball – I might suggest Hershel Sinay, Pres. & publisher of California Business. He has a strong Media-Rep organization that could perhaps sell your Ball program – forget any commission for us, we will try to develop some corporate support through the Cultural Exchange Committee I started here – by volunteer Activity within The Chamber – Send us the Letter of Authorization so we can get started –

Regards –

Joel